Activity 13. Reflect on your progress
Now is the time to reflect on your improvements after completing Infinity Map 2.
You will need your data sets for Infinity Learning Map’s 1 and 2;
➢ Pictures of your maps,
➢ Your videos describing your maps,
➢ Your two google form reports, and
➢ Your diary about your improvements.
Analyse the pictures, videos, google-data and your diary to identify the positive things (good,
engaging, fun, successful) that are going on in your improvement attempts. By ‘positive
analysis’, we mean follow these four steps:
Step 1. Review your data, that is;
➢ look at your maps,
➢ listen to your videos,
➢ read your google-data, and
➢ read your diary.
Step 2. Record positive patterns that you find in your data sets. A ‘positive pattern’ is
something good/engaging/fun/successful that is happening. It could be
➢ some people that better support you to make small or large improvements,
➢ some tools that help you access the right sort of knowledge,
➢ a place that you have found where you can learn more easily, or be more challenged,
or with more peace, or
➢ some interactions that help you address challenges that you struggled to overcome in
the past
My positive patterns

Step 3. Talk to your classmates, your teachers and your family about the patterns that you
discovered. Your classmates, teachers and family might help you identify some patterns you
did not see. Add those patterns to your template record.

Step 4. Summarise two things
➢ the patterns that are helping you to improve.
➢ List the things that you have improved on in your learning.

You may want to complete your summary by writing or by recording a brief video (no longer
than 2 minutes). Below are a few examples of students reflecting on their learning.
The first example is Te Awhitu a 10-year-old student,
completing a self-review. He set up a self-recording to present
Infinity Map 1 and 2, shared it with his Dad for review, then
created a recording based on his Dad’s feedback. Te Awhitu’s
growing awareness of his learning environment and taking
responsibility to change it, is a fabulous story of student agency
in action. Link to video http://bit.ly/map1andmap2 Link to Te
Awhitu’s school newsletter about the his learning
http://bit.ly/Teawhitunewsletter
The second example is two written reflections from students
who completed two Infinity Learning Maps in 2018.

Now it is your turn. Reflect on how the Infinity Learning Maps have helped you. Talk to
your teacher about the best way to record your reflections; a video, write your reflections or
another way you would like to present your reflections.

Name __________________________
My reflection

